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New York Times 
229 4 4) St., 
'Sew York, N.Y. ICON 

Dear ho, 

wale, it is after keels, I'm hanging loose an.: wonderine hoe long I'll be able to. 
want to or havo to beeauc:, of what will or 	not hapeen. 

There is none news I'd lira you to have when you eel: to work honday. sot earth» 
eheitie but relevant to 4hat I believe is of :or and is designed, predetermined. 

Theme were contemporaucoue Dem:erre:ea made at the time J' Conner offered Ray a 
deal in le70. John, efte: I told heel of this based oe eay'a eiseusaion of it with no 
ooze tine later. spoor to O'Coenor. He teen tons ee but O'Connor tole him. I peiated 
out parts just coule not be true but John seems never to have reacted to official 
untruth. I pointed out other parts made no sense, served no purpose or were inpoosible. 

It is before daylight. I've not referred completely. In the mail in watch thee 
leaves I should have a copy of what was then recorded. I understated what I tole John. 
Bud could not have and did not initiate this. Anybody who _taws Ray and his attitudes 
would know he alto wou2,2 not have. Ray wee suspicioue of even the relaying of tee offer, 
.hick is where I camo in and how I know. et this stage and with what I have neon, heard, 
know about and believe I have ample reason to cuepect I'm net eiving sources or all the 
details. I'll add two to what I've probably told you an die tell Jeer:, details I did 
not know: it was approved by Mitchell, according to these papers, and hay's response 
was exactly what he told oe it was. 

Jim ena I wore in our own way. We have evolved ie., over the yeers as we've faced 
many problems with no help. We have taken steps to obtain ether relevant information. 
ehether or not the Times has I have no way of keowing. I think that on reason we get 
as much an we do, mu lacking power ilea that of the Mmes behind as, Ix is the way 
we do it. And what we do. Time will tell. I an aware that finkIne writers 'Jay become 
the eeneficiariee of partial leaks as a consequence. I've 1 earned to live with this. 
Shame oe teem if they do. 

There has been aeother change. Another paper has developed an interest. I have 
no reason to expect dishonest treatment from it or its going off on tanaeants to distort. 
I will ,;wise available• to it what I proeised you exclusively and by the time thin reporter 
is ready reaps more. Wee le what John/and the reek oe that crew refused to look at. 
Knowing editors' haneups on assassination I permit eyself no predictions. But as I told 
you, with honest treateent it can be enough to break the case oeen. That story caeeot 
appears until after the CBS "special," now scheduled for a week from last night. 

This relates to what i first offered you, not the invaders' angle. I'm worming 
on that in a way papers won't. It relates to the substance of the evidence. 

"eftee Xmas" is an iniefieite title. As of now the only tine 1 know I'll be away 
is to :Lake a apocch the 15th. I'll be busk the 16th. I may ear from the doctor that 
he waata to eve me before then because the last blood test snowed the 1.-Jvel or anti-
coagulont hen to be increased. 

All norts of crazy things are going on but there ie little I can do about teen. 
When te Times oeries appears I'd appreciate a set of clips from the final edition. 

The first one gets here — when it does come. And I can't make the trip to the newsstand. 

nest reeares, 


